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Abstract: In this manuscript, we present the concept of single valued neutrosophic graph structures.
We introduce the domination number of single valued neutrosophic graphs and elaborate them with
suitable examples by using strength of path and strength of connectedness. Further, we investigate
some remarkable properties of independent domination number, product domination, triple connected
domination of single valued neutrosophic graph and the proposed concepts are described with suitable
examples.
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1. Introduction
Fuzzy graph theory was introduced by Azriel Rosenfied in 1975. Though it is very young it has been
growing very fast and has crucial applications in varies fields. Fuzzy set was introduced by Zadeh [29]
whose basic components is only a membership function. The generalization of Zadeh’s fuzzy set, called
intuitionistic fuzzy set was introduced by atanassov which is characterized by a membership function
and a non membership function. According to Atanassov, the sum of membership degree and a non
membership degree does not exceed one. A. Somasundaram and S. Somasundaram [5] presented
more concept of independent domination, connected domination in fuzzy graphs, R. Parvathi and
G. Thamilzhendhi [3] introduced domination in intuitionistic fuzzy graphs and discussed some of its
properties. Molodtsov [19] introduced the concept of soft set theory as a new mathematical tool for
dealing with uncertainties. Molodtsov’s soft sets give us new technique for dealing with uncertainty
from the view point of parameters. It has been revealed that soft sets have potential applications in
several fields. Recently, the author Smarandache [17, 18, 25–29] introduced and studied extensively
about neutrosophic set and it receives applications in many domains. Akram [7] established the certain
notions including neutrosophic soft graphs, strong neutrosophic soft graphs, complete neutrosophic
soft graphs. Motivation of the above, we introduced the concept of domination number in single
valued neutrosophic fuzzy graphs, product domination and triple connected domination number in
single valued neutrosophic fuzzy graphs. The major contribution of this work as follows:
• The domination number of single valued neutrosophic soft graphs is established by using the
concept of strength of a path, strength of connectedness and strong arc.
• The necessary and sufficient condition for the minimum domination set of single valued neutrosophic soft graph is investigated.
• Some properties of independent domination number of single valued neutrosophic soft graph
are obtained and the proposed concepts are described with suitable examples.
• Further we presented a remarkable properties of product domination of single valued neutrosophic soft graph.
2. Preliminaries
Definition 2.1. A Neutrosophic set A is contained in another neutrosophic set B,(i.e) A ⊆ C if
∀x ∈ X, TA (x) ≤ TB (x), IA (x) ≤ IB (x)and FA (x) ≥ FB (x).
Definition 2.2. Let X be a space of points (objects), with a generic elements in X denoted by x. A
single valued neutrosophic set (SVNS) A in X is characterized by truth-membership function TA (x),
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indeterminacy-membership function IA (x) and falsity-membership-function FA (x). For each point x
in X, TA (x), FA (x), IA (x) ∈ [0, 1].
A = {x, TA (x), FA (x), IA (x)} and 0 ≤ TA (x) + IA (x) + FA (x) ≤ 3
Definition 2.3. A single-valued neutrosophic graph (SVNG) is defined as a pair G = (V, E) where (i)
V = {v1 , v2 , .., vn } such that T1 = V → [0, 1], I1 = V → [0, 1] and F1 = V → [0, 1] denote the degree of
truth-membership function, indeterminacy function and falsity-membership function,respectively and
0 ≤ TA (x) + IA (x) + FA (x) ≤ 3.
(ii) E ⊂ V × V where T2 = E → [0, 1],I2 = E → [0, 1] and F2 = E → [0, 1] are such that
T2 (uv) ≤ min{T1 (u), T1 (v)},
I2 (uv) ≤ min{I1 (u), I1 (v)},
F2 (uv) ≤ max{F1 (u), F1 (v)}.
and 0 ≤ T2 (uv) + I2 (uv) + F2 (uv) ≤ 3. ∀uv ∈ E
P
P
P
Definition 2.4. The order of a (SVNG) G is Ord(G) =
TJ (x),
IJ (x),
FJ (x)
x∈V

Definition 2.5. The size of a (SVNG) G is Size(G) =

P
x∈E

x∈V

TK (xy),

P

x∈V

IK (xy),

x∈E

P

FK (xy)

x∈E

Definition 2.6. Let G = (V, E) be an (SVNG). then cardinality of G is defined to be
P 1+TK(e) (xy)+IK( e) (xy)−FK(e) (xy)
P 1+TJ(e) (x)+IJ( e) (x)−FJ(e) (x)
∀uv ∈ V
G =
+
2
2
vi∈V

vivj ∈E

Definition 2.7. Let G = (V, E) be an (SVNG), then vertex cardinality of G is defined to be
X 1 + TJ(e) (x) + IJ( e) (x) − FJ(e) (x)
|V | =
∀uv ∈ V.
2
x∈V

Definition 2.8. Let G = (V, E) be an (SVNG), then the Edge cardinality of E is defined to be
P 1+TK(e) (xy)+IK( e) (xy)−FK(e) (xy)
|E| = |
| ∀uv ∈ E.
2
xy∈E

Definition 2.9. The degree of a vertex v in an (SVNG) G is defined to be sum of the weight of the
strong edges incident at v. It is denoted by dG (v).
The minimum degree of G is δ(G) = min{dg (v)/v ∈ V.}
The maximum degree of G is ∆(G) = max{dg (v)/v ∈ V.}
Definition 2.10. Two vertices x and y are said to be neighbors in (SVNG) graph if either one of the
following conditions hold.
(1) TK(e) (xy) > 0, IK(e) (xy) > 0, FK(e) (xy) > 0,
(2) TK(e) (xy) > 0, IK(e) (xy) = 0, FK(e) (xy) > 0,
(3) TK(e) (xy) > 0, IK(e) (xy) > 0, FK(e) (xy) = 0,
(4) TK(e) (xy) = 0, IK(e) (xy) > 0, FK(e) (xy) > 0. for all x, y ∈ V.
Definition 2.11. A path in an (SVNG) is a sequence of distinct vertices v1 , v2 , ..., vn . such that either
one of the following conditions is satisfied.
(1) TK(e) (xy) > 0, IK(e) (xy) > 0, FK(e) (xy) > 0,
(2) TK(e) (xy) > 0, IK(e) (xy) = 0, FK(e) (xy) > 0,
(3) TK(e) (xy) > 0, IK(e) (xy) > 0, FK(e) (xy) = 0,
(4) TK(e) (xy) = 0, IK(e) (xy) > 0, FK(e) (xy) > 0. for all x, y ∈ V, .
Definition 2.12. The length of a path (SVNG) P = v1 , v2 , ..., vn+1 (n > 0) is n.
Definition 2.13. If vi , vj are vertices in G and if they are connected means of a path then the strength
of that path is defined as
(mini,j TK(e) (vi , vj ), mini,j IK(e) (vi , vj ), maxi,j FK(e) (vi , vj )) where
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mini,j TK(e) (vi , vj ) is the TK(e) - strength of weakest arc and mini,j IK(e) (vi , vj ) is the IK(e) - strength
of weakest arc and maxi,j FK(e) (vi , vj )) is the FK(e) - strength of strongest arc.
Definition 2.14. If vi , vj ∈ V ⊆ G, the TK(e) -strength of connectedness between vi and vj is
∞
K
TK(e)
(vi , vj ) = sup{TK(e)
(vi , vj )/k = 1, 2, ...n, e ∈ A} and IK(e) − strength of connectedness between
∞
k
vi and vj is IK(e)
(vi , vj ) = sup{IK(e)
(vi , vj )/k = 1, 2, ...n, e ∈ A} and
∞
k
FK(e) (vi , vj ) = inf{FK(e) (vi , vj )/k = 1, 2, ...n.}.
k
If u, v are connected by means of path of length k then TK(e)
(vi , vj ) is defined as
sup{TK(e) (u, v1 ) ∧ TK(e) (v1 , v2 ) ∧ TK(e) (v2 , v3 )..., TK(e) (vk−1 , vk )/u, v, v1 , ...vk−1 , v ∈ V },
k
Ik(e)
(vi , vj ) is defined as

sup{IK(e) (u, v1 ) ∧ IK(e) (v1 , v2 ) ∧ IK(e) (v2 , v3 )..., IK(e) (vk−1 , vk )/u, v, v1 , ...vk−1 , v ∈ V } and
k
FK(e)
(vi , vj ) is defined as

inf{FK(e) (u, v1 ) ∨ FK(e) (v1 , v2 ) ∨ FK(e) (v2 , v3 )..., FK(e) (vk−1 , vk )/u, v, v1 , ...vk−1 , v ∈ V }.

Definition 2.15. Two vertices that are joined by a path is called connected (SVNG) graph.
Definition 2.16. Let u be a vertex in an neutrosophic soft graph G = (V, E) , then N (u) = {v : v ∈ V }
and (u, v) is a strong arc is called neighborhood of u.
Definition 2.17. A vertex u ∈ V of an neutrosophic soft graph G = (V, E) is said to be an isolated vertex if TK(e) (u, v) = 0 and IK(e) (u, v) and FK(e) (u, v) = 0 , thus an isolated vertex does not
dominated any other vertex in G.
∞
Definition 2.18. An arc (u, v) is said to be strong arc, if TK(e) (u, v) ≥ TK(e)
(u, v) and IK(e) (u, v) ≥
∞
∞
IK(e) (u, v) and FK(e) (u, v) ≥ FK(e) (u, v).

3. Domination of Single Valued Neutrosophic Graph
Definition 3.1. Let G = (V, E) be an (SVNG) on V . Let u, v ∈ V, we say that u dominates v in G
if there exists an strong arc between them.
Note 1:
1) For any u, v ∈ V , if u dominates v then v dominates u and hence domination is a symmetric
relation on V .
2) For any v ∈ V, N (v) is precisely the set of all vertices in V which are dominated by v.
∞
∞
∞
3) If TK(e) (u, v) < TK(e)
(u, v) and IK(e) (u, v) < IK(e)
(u, v) and FK(e) (u, v) < FK(e)
(u, v), for all
u, v ∈ V and then the only dominating set of G is V.
Definition 3.2. A subset S of V is called a dominating set in G if for every vertex v ∈ V − S there
exists u ∈ S such that u dominates v for all u, v ∈ V.
Definition 3.3. A dominating set S of an (SVNG) is said to be minimal domiating set if no proper
subset of S is a dominating set. for all u, v ∈ V.
Definition 3.4. Minimum cardinality
among all minimal dominating set is called lower domination
P
number of G, and is denoted by
(dN S (G))∀u, v ∈ V.
S∈V

Maximum cardinality
P among all maximum dominating set is called upper domination number of G,
and is denoted by
(DN S (G))∀u, v ∈ V.
S∈V

Example 3.1. Consider an (SVNG) graph G = (V, E), such that V = {a, b, c, d} and
E = {(ab), (bc), (cd), (da), (ac)}.
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a(0.5,0.5,0.6)

(0.4,0.5,0.6)

b(0.5,0.6,0.7)

(0.4,0.5,0.6)

(0.4,0.3,0.6)
(0.4,0.5,0.7)

d(0.4,0.5,0.7)

(0.4,0.3,0.6)

c(0.4,0.3,0.6)

SINGLE VALUED NEUTROSOPHIC GRAPH
F igure 1
For the example (1) the dominating sets are {(a, b), (b, c), (c, d), (d, a), (a, b, c), (d, c, a), (b, d, a), (d), b}
the minimum dominating set {d}. The Maximum dominating set is {a, b}. The minimum dominating
number is 0.6. The maximum dominating
P number 1.4.
P
For Figure 1, domination number is
(dN S (G)) = 0.6. and
(DN S (G)) = 1.4.
S∈V

S∈V

Definition 3.5. Two vertices in an (SVNG) graph, G = (V, E) are said to be independent if there is
no strong arc between them.
∞
Definition 3.6. A subset S of V is said to be independent set of G if TK(e) (u, v) < TK(e)
(u, v) and
∞
∞
IK(e) (u, v) < IK(e) (u, v) and FK(e) (u, v) < FK(e) (u, v) ∀u, v ∈ S.

Definition 3.7. An indepentent set S of G in an neutrosophic soft graph is said to be maximal
independent, if for every vertex v ∈ V − S, the set S ∪ {v} is not independent.
Definition 3.8. The minimum cardinalityPamong all maximal independent set is called lower independence number of G, and it is denoted by
(iN S (G)). The maximum cardinality among all maximal
S∈V
P
independent set is called lower independence number of G, and it is denoted by
(IN S (G)).
S∈V

Example 3.2. Consider an above example for an (SVNG) graph G = (V, E), such that V = {a, b, c, d}
and E = {(a, b), (bc), (cd), (da), (ac)}.
For the Example (2) minimum independent
dominating set is
P
P{a, c} and (2) maximum independent
dominating set is {a, c}. Then the
(iN S (G)) = 1.55 and
(IN S (G)) = 1.55
S∈V

S∈V

Theorem 3.9. A dominating set S of an SVNG, G = (V, E) is a minimal dominating set if and only
if for each d ∈ S one of the following conditions holds.
(i) d is not a strong neighbor of any vertex in S.
(ii) There is a vertex v ∈ V − {S} such that N (u) ∩ S = d.
Proof. Assume that S is a minimal dominating set of G = (V, E). Then for every vertex d ∈ S,
S − {d} is not a dominating set and hence there exists v ∈ V − (S − {d}) which is not dominated by
any vertex in S − {d}. If v = d, we get, v is not a strong neighbor of any vertex in S. If v 6= d,v is
not dominated by S − {v}, but is dominated by D, then the vertex v is strong neighbor only to d in
S. That is, N (v) ∩ S = d. Conversely, assume that S is a dominating set and for each vertex d ∈ S,
one of the two conditions holds, suppose S is not a minimal dominating set, then there exists a vertex
d ∈ S, S − {d} is a dominating set. Hence d is a strong neighbor to at least one vertex in S − {d},
the condition one does not hold. If S − {d} is a dominating set then every vertex in V − S is a strong
neighbor at least one vertex in S − {d}, the second condition does not hold which contradicts our
assumption that at least one of thse conditions holds. So D is a minimal dominating set.

Theorem 3.10. Let G be an SVNG without isolated vertices and S is a minimal dominating set.
Then V − S is a dominating set of G = (V, E).
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Proof. S be a minimal dominating set. Let v be a any vertex of S. Since G = (J, K, ) has no isolated
vertices, there is a vertex d ∈ N (v). v must be dominated by at least one vertex in S − v, that is
S − v is a dominating set. By above theorem, it follows that d ∈ V − S. Thus every vertex in S is
dominated by at least one vertex in V − S, and V − S is a dominating set.


Theorem 3.11. An independent set is a maximal independent set of SVNG, G = (V, E) if and only
if it is independent and dominating set.
Proof. Let S be a maximal independent set in an SVNG, and hence for every vertex v ∈ V − S, the
set S ∪ v is not in dependent. For every vertex v ∈ V − S ,there is a vertex u ∈ S such that u is a
strong neighbor to v. Thus S is a dominating set. Hence S is both dominating and independent set.
Conversely, assume S is both independent and dominating. Suppose S is not maximal independent,
then there exists a vertex v ∈ V − S, the set S ∪ v is independent. If S ∪ v is independent then no
vertex in S is strong neighbor to v. Hence S cannot be a dominating set, which is contradiction,
Hence S is a maximal independent set.


Theorem 3.12. Every maximal independent set in an SVNG, G = (V, E) is a minimal dominating
set.
Proof. Let S be a maximal independent set in a NSG, by previous theorem, S is a dominating set.
Suppose S is not a minimal dominating set, then there exists at least one vertex v ∈ S for which S − v
is a dominating set, But if S − v dominates V − S − (v), then at least one vertex in S − v must be
strong neighbor to v. This contradicts the fact that S is an independent st of G. Therefore, must be
a minimal dominating set.


4. PRODUCT DOMINATION IN SINGLE VALUED NEUTROSOPHIC GRAPH
Definition 4.1. Let G = (V, E) be an SVNG, If
(i) TK (xy) ≤ {TJ (x) × TJ (y)},
(ii) IK (xy) ≤ {IJ (x), IJ (y)},
(iii) FK (xy) ≤ {FJ (x), FJ (y)}
and 0 ≤ TK (xy) + IK (xy) + FK (xy) ≤ 3. ∀uv ∈ V. where × represent ordinary multiplication, the the
SVNG G is called the product SVNG.
Remark 4.2. If G = (V, E) is an SVNG, because TJ , FJ , IJ are less then or equal to 1, it follows
that,
(i) TK (xy) ≤ {TJ (x) × TJ (y)} min{TJ (x), TJ (y)}
(ii) IK (xy) ≤ {IJ (x), IJ (y)} min{IJ (x), IJ (y)}
(iii) FK (xy) ≤ {FJ (x), FJ (y)} max{FJ (x), FJ (y)} for all x, y ∈ V.
Thus, every product of single valued neutrosophic graph is an single valued neutrosophic graph.
Example 4.1. Let G = (V, E) be a product SVNG. Let the set be V = {a, b, c, d} and TJ (a) =
{0.5, 0.6, 0.7},TJ (b) = {0.6, 0.7, 0.4},TJ (c) = {0.4, , 0.3, 0.2},TJ (d) = {0.5, 0.4, 0.6} This example showing on figure 2
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a(0.5,0.6,0.7)

(0.30,0.42,0.28)

(0.25,0.24,0.32)

d(0.5,0.4,0.6)

b(0.6,0.7,0.4 )

(0.20,0.21,0.07)

(0.20,0.10,0.11)

c(0.4,0.3,0.2)

PSVNG

F igure 2
Definition 4.3. A product SVNG G = (V, E) is said to be complete if
(i) TK (xy) = {TJ (x) × TJ (y)}
(ii) IK (xy) = {IJ (x), IJ (y)}
(iii) FK (xy) = {FJ (x), FJ (y)} for all x, y ∈ V
Definition 4.4. The complement of PSVNG G = (V, E) is an PSVNG Ḡ=(V̄,Ē) is an SVNG where,
(i) TJ =T̄J ,TK (xy) = {TJ (x) × TJ (y) − TK (xy), }
(ii) IJ =ĪJ ,IK (xy) = {IJ (x) × IJ (y) − IK (xy), }
(iii) FJ =F̄J ,FK (xy) = {FJ (x) × FJ (y) − FK (xy).} for all x, y ∈ E.
Definition 4.5. An arc (x, y) is said to be strong arc in PSVNG if TK (xy) = {TJ (x) × TJ (y)},
IK (xy) = {IJ (x), IJ (y)} and FK (xy) = {FJ (x), FJ (y)} for all x, y ∈ V
Definition 4.6. Let X be a vertex in PSVNG G = (V, E) then N (u) = {v : v ∈ V : (u, v)isastrongarc}
is called neighborhood of u.x, y ∈ V In Particular case, if TK (x, y) = 0, IK (x, y) = 0, FK (x, y) = 0 for
all u ∈ V .
Definition 4.7. A vertex x ∈ V of an PSVNG G = (V, E) is said to be an isolated vertex if TK =
0, FK = 0, IK = 0 for all x, y ∈ V.
Definition 4.8. An arc (x, y) is said to be a strong arc, if TK (x, y)
∞
and FK (x, y) FK
(xy) for all x, y ∈ V.

∞
TK
(xy), IK (x, y)

∞
IK
(xy),

Definition 4.9. Let G = (V, E) be an PSVNG on V. Let x, y ∈ V. we say that x dominates y in G if
there exists a strong arc between them for all x, y ∈ V.
Remark 4.10. (1) for any x, y ∈ V, if x is dominates y then y dominates x hence domination is a
symmetric relation on V.
(2) for any x ∈ V , N (x) is precisely the set of all vertices in which are dominate by v.
∞
∞
∞
(3) if TK (x, y) < TK
(xy), IK (x, y) < IK
(xy),andFK (x, y) < FK
(xy) for all x, y ∈ V. then the only
dominating set of Gis V.
Definition 4.11. A subset S of V is called a dominating set in PSVNG G if for every vertex v ∈ V −S
there exists u ∈ S such that u dominates v for all x, y ∈ V.
Definition 4.12. A dominating set S of an PSVNG is said to be minial dominating set if no proper
subset of S is a dominating set for all x, y ∈ V.
Minimum cardinality
among all minimal dominating set is called lower domination number of G, and
P
is denoted by
dP SV N (G).
S∈V

Maximum cardinality
among all maximal dominating set is called upper domination number of G, and
P
is denoted by
DP SV N (G).
S∈V
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Example 4.2. Consider a PSVNG G = (V, E) for figure(3), such that V = {a, b, c, d, e} and E =
{(ab), (bc), (cd), (de), (ac), (bd)}
.
a(0.5,0.6,0.4)

(0.30,0.30,0.20)

b(0.6,0.5,0.5)
(0.48,0.19,0.20)

(0.30,0.20,0.25)

(0.40,0.20,0.20)

c(0.8,0.4,0.5)

(0.50,0.19,0.20)
e(0.6,0.4,0.7)

(0.40,0.18,0.30)

d(0.7,0.5,0.5)

Domination in PSVNG
F igure 3
Here (cd) weak arc, then the dominating sets are S1 = {a, b}, S2 = {a, b, c}, S3 = {d, b}S4 =
{c, d, a}S5 = {c, e}S6 = {a, b, d}S7 = {d, c, e}, S8 = {a, b, e} then vertex cardinality of all dominating sets,
S1 = 1.65, S2 = 1.70, S3 = 1.65, S4 = 2.55, S5 = 1.50, S6 = 2.50, S7 = 2.35, S8 = 2.30,
Here. S5 is a minimum dominating set of minimum cardinality and dP SV N G (G) = 1.50,S2 is a
minimal dominating set of maximum cardinality and DP SV N G (G) = 1.7
Definition 4.13. Let G = (V, E) be an PSVNG without isolated vertices, A set S is a total dominating
set if for every vertex u ∈ V, then there exists a vertexx v ∈ S, u 6= v such that u dominates v for all
x, y ∈ V.
The minimum cardinality among all minimum totalPdominating set is called lower total domination
number of G = (V, E) and is denoted by tP B (G) =
S(G).
s∈V

The maximum cardinality among all maximum totalP
dominating set is called lower total domination
number of G = (V, E) and is denoted by TP B (G) =
S(G).
s∈V

The proof of the following results are similar to that of the above, hence omitted.
Theorem 4.14. A dominating set D of an PSVNG, G = (V, E) is a minimal dominating set if and
only if for each v ∈ S one of the following conditions are satisfied. (i) v is not a strong neighbor of
any vertex in S.
(ii) There exists a vertex v ∈ V − {S} such that N (u) ∩ D = {v}.
Theorem 4.15. Let G be an PSVNG without isolated vertices and S is a minimal dominating set.
Then V − S is a dominating set of G = (V, E).
Theorem 4.16. An independent set is a maximal independent set of PSVNG, G = (V, E) if and only
if it is independent and dominating set.
Theorem 4.17. Every maximal independent set in an PSVNG, G = (V, E) is a minimal dominating
set.
5. TRIPLE CONNECTED DOMINATION NUMBER OF A SVNG
Definition 5.1. Let G = (V, E) be a SVNG any three vertex lie on a path is called a triple connected
SVNG.
Definition 5.2. A subset S of V of a non-trival graph of G = (V, E) is said to be an triple connected
domination set, if S is a dominating set and the induced subgraph < S > is triple connnected.
minimum cardinality among
Pall minimal dominating set is called lower domination number of G, and
is denoted by TSV N (G) =
S(G).
u∈V
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Example 5.1. Consider a SVNG for a figure (4).
Let V = {a, b, c, d, e} and E = {(ab), (bc), (cd), (de), (ef ), (af ), (bd), (df )}. for the figure (cd) is
weak arc.
a(0.5,0.6,0.4)

(0.5,0.4,0.5)

b(0.6,0.7,0.6)
(0.5,0.3,0.4)

(0.4,0.4,0.4)

(0.5,0.5,0.5)

c(0.6,0.5,0.5)

(0.5,0.3,0.5)
f(0.5,0.6,0.7)

(0.5,0.5,0.4)

d(0.6,0.5,0.6)

(0.5,0.4,0.5)

(0.5,0.5,0.5)

e(0.6,0.5,0.4)

Triple Connected Domination in SVNG
F igure 3
Here the triple connected dominating sets are
S1 = {a, b, c}, S2 = {a, b, d}, S3 = {d, b, e}, S4 = {d, b, c}, S5 = {e, d, c}, S6 = {a, b, e}
Here, S1 and S6 are minimum dominating sets of minimum domination number TSV N = 2.3
Remark 5.3. Single valued neutrosophic triple connected dominating set does not exists for all graphs
and if exists the TSV N (G) = 3(Since all arcs arc strong arcs)
Remark 5.4. The complement of the SVNG triple connected dominating set need not be a triple
connected dominating set.
Remark 5.5. Every SVNG triple connected dominating set is dominating set, but not conversely,
6. Conclusion
In this work, we derived the domination number of single valued neutrosophic graphs and elaborate
them with suitable examples by using strength of path and strength of connectedness. Further, we
investigate some remarkable properties of product single valued neutrosophic domination number and
triple connected domination graph and the proposed concepts are described with suitable examples.
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